We regret to inform you that due to concerns about public health during the Covid 19 pandemic, this event has been cancelled for 2020.

Tom Asklar, local artist and Edmund Fitzgerald enthusiast, hosts a Tribute to the Edmund Fitzgerald, an American Great Lakes freighter that sank during a storm on Lake Superior with the loss of the entire crew of 29.

- **15 minute presentation** explaining the ship's history, and timeline of the tragedy
- **Tolling of the bells** will honor the souls of the 29 crew members lost in the storm
- The tribute to "The Mighty Fitz" will be filled with music, including Gordon Lightfoot's famous tribute *The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald*.
- **A special batch of Chocolate “Edmund Fitzgerald Porter”** made by Great Lakes Brewing Company will be on tap
- **Prizes and give-aways** will add to the fun

Read about the tragedy online at the Great Lakes Shipwreck Museum's site.